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What question did the researchers try to answer? 
 

Do redesigned, enhanced scanning techniques reduce the challenges that are associated with 
learning to scan? Also, do typically developing two-year-old children demonstrate 

improvements in their accuracy when they use traditional scanning across three learning 
sessions? 

 

 
How did they do it? 

 
Twenty children (two years old with no disabilities) were randomly divided into two groups. 
Each group was assigned a scanning technique: 
 

• Traditional Scanning 

o Three targets (buttons with images) are visible on the screen. 
o A red square highlights each target, moving from left to right. A recorded voice 

speaks the name of each target as it is highlighted. 
o The user activates a switch to select a target when it is highlighted and spoken. 

o After a selection is made, the red highlight disappears and a synthesized voice 
(which sounds different than the first voice) speaks the target name. 

 
• Enhanced Scanning 

o Three targets (buttons with images) are visible on the screen. 
o The target on the left enlarges and a recorded voice says the name of the 

target with a rising inflection (as if it is asking a question). 
o This is repeated for each target, moving from left to right. 
o The user activates a switch to select a target when it is highlighted and spoken. 



o After a selection is made, the chosen target enlarges and moves to the center 

of the screen while a synthesized voice (which sounds different than the first 
voice) speaks the target name. 

 
Both groups used their designated scanning method for three sessions.  

 

 
What were the results? 

 
The children who used the traditional scanning technique did not demonstrate 

improvements in their performance during the three learning sessions. In contrast, the group 
who used enhanced scanning did show evidence of improvements over the three sessions. 

This indicates that learning was enhanced for the participants who used a redesigned 
scanning technique that included item animation and voice output with appropriate 

intonation to offer items and provide feedback upon switch activation.  
 
 

How can we apply this to Tobii Dynavox communication solutions? 
 

Scanning is a complex and challenging selection method to learn. To help people learn, we 
must assess and investigate new scanning designs. These scanning designs should offer 
elements of the enhanced scanning techniques used in this study, as they illustrate the 
potentially positive impact on learning demands.   
 

The Core First Scanning Page Set offers a variety of scanning settings to make an enhanced 
scanning design by increasing visual and auditory feedback. In Access Method Settings, turn 

on Zoom to make the highlighted button larger. Change the highlight to an outline or overlay, 
invert and increase the highlight thickness, or change the highlight color.  Turn on Audio 
Feedback for scanned groups and for each button.  Select a different voice for scanning so it 
does not sound like the usual output voice. This decreases confusion and may improve 
attention.  
 
At Tobii Dynavox, we continue to add more feedback options to improve scanning and the 
scanning learning process. 
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